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Yogi Berra, a famous baseball player in US once said “You can observe a lot just by watching.” Now

this mouthful dedicated to baseball can be applied to molecular science. Recent advances in optical

and scanning probe microscopes have made it possible to watch individual molecules in action. Just

by watching and making the movies of single molecules, we can learn a lot about the detail of their

dynamic properties.

So, why do we have to image molecular motion? For example, Figure 1 shows the 3D structure

of a rotary molecular motor made of protein. Red part of this molecule likely rotates in a ring made

of green and yellow parts. However, structure itself cannot prove if it really rotates, and cannot

predict many properties such as rotational direction and speed. This kind of information on dynamics

can be only directly obtained from the molecular imaging. Because motions of rotary and linear

molecular motors are directly connected to their functions, they have been intensively studied with

this approach.

I’m always fascinated by protein molecular motors evolutionally created by nature, because

they move fast, precisely and efficiently by using the energy of chemical bond. Biologists (or

biophysicists) have observed the steps, pauses and structural changes of moving molecular motors.

In addition, not only from the imaging but also manipulation of individual molecules, insights on the

mechanisms of energy conversion and force generation have been gained. These efforts have helped

much to understand the operation principles supporting sophisticated behaviors of the molecular

motors.

Furthermore, by utilizing insights obtained from the biological molecular motors, chemists have

started to create artificial molecular motors. The materials used are biological or non-biological

molecules, or hybrid of both. This approach is still in an early stage, but some already have succeeded

in creation and observed the motion of individual

molecules to verify their design principle.

I believe that imaging molecular motion is a

powerful approach and will lead to an exciting

future of biology and chemistry. Above all things,

watching moving molecules is fun! I’m really

happy if you also enjoy the molecular movies in

this session.
Figure 1. Structure of a molecular motor
made of protein. Red part likely rotates in a
ring made of green and yellow parts, but
rotation can be proved only by direct
imaging of molecular motion.
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